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RÉSUMÉ 
Chypre est au premier plan de la politique internationale depuis un demi siècle. 

Bien que le cours des événements n'ait pas éré posirif dans l'ensemble pour le côré 
grec, les relations de Chypre avec l'Union européenne onr eu un succès plus consi
dérable. Ces relations onr arreinr un nouveau sommer en décembre 1 999 à la réu
nion du Conseil européen d'Helsinki. Cer article analyse la signification potentielle, 
les problèmes possibles et les récents développements reliés aux décisions d'Helsinki. 

l i  a été soutenu que pour. la première fois depuis 1 974, le remps serait du côté 
grec. On peut arrribuer cette situation au fait qu'en n'insistant pas à la solution préa
lable de son problème politique Helsinki garantit d'une façon l'adhésion éventuelle 
de Chypre à l'Union européenne. 

ABSTRACT 
Cyprus has been on che forefronr of international poli tics for almosc half a centu

ry. Alchough overall che course of developments has noc been positive for the Grcek 
side, Cyprus' relations wich the European Union have been considerably more suc
cessful. These relations reached a new plateau at the December 1 999 Helsinki meet
ing of the European Council. This article analyzes the porenrial significance, possi
ble prohlems and recent developments linked co the Helsinki decisions. 

Ir is argued chat for the first rime since 1 974, cime is on the Greek side. This 
situation due is to the fact that Helsinki almost guaranrees Cyprus' eventual EU 
membership hy nor insisting on the prior solution of its polirical problem. 

The European extension of the Cyprns problem is undoubtedly the most complex 
and intricate, not least because it supplies the on/y possible ground for a solution. 

Christopher Hitchens.' 

A. Cyprus and the European Union 

Cyprus has been on the forefront of international relations for 
almost half a cenrury, ofren occupying the attention and efforts of 

• Hcllenic foundacion for European and forcign l'olicy (ELIAMEP), Achens. 
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some of the world's most powerful states and politicians.2 Overall, the 
course of developments has not been positive for the Greek side.1 
Originally pursuing enosis (union) with Greece, independence had to 
be accepted, followed by the occupation of 37% of the island by 
Turkish forces. One area though, in which Greek actions have been 
met with considerable success, is chat of Cyprus' relations with the 
European Union. These relations reached a new plateau at the 
December 1 999 Helsinki meeting of the European Council, and this 
may prove the catalyst for the resolution of the Cyprus Issue. It will be 
the purpose of this essay to analyze the potential significance, possible 
problems and recent developments rhat are linked to the Helsinki 
decisions. 

The official relations between the then European Economie 
Communiry (EEC) and Cyprus began in December 1 972, with the 
signing of an Association Agreement. Given the traumatic and 
momentous events thar took place in 1 97 4, its full implementation 
was considerabJy delayed. The second stage of the Association 
Agreement was eventually signed in October 1 987, despite the srill 
unresolved political problem of the island.� This was correcdy viewed 
by the Cyprus government as a positive development, and in a sense 
it constituted a precursor of the Helsinki conclusions. 

The application for accession was submitted on 4 July 1 990, and 
represented a turning point in the Cyprus Issue. For at least three 
decades, the Greek side had pursued a strategy that had primarily 
relied upon the United Nations (UN). The application to join the 
Communiry introduced a major new actor, as well as a source of hope 
for the eventual ending of the island's political problem. 

The responses of Turkey and of the self-styled 'Turkish Republic of 
Northern Cyprus' were entirely negative, and have essenrially 
remained unaltered until today.5 Both emphasized that membership 
was not possible prior to Turkey's own Community accession and to 
the resolution of the Cyprus Problem. Turkish Cypriot leader Rauf 
Denktash even went a step further, suggesting chat his breakaway 
republic would be annexed by Turkey.<' 
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The election of Glafkos Clerides as President of Cyprus on 14  
February 1 993 proved a positive development for his country's rela
tions with the EU.- Clerides viewed the prospect of Union member
ship as a potential catalyst: the process of accession would wield pres
sure on the Turkish sicle, allow for a partial alternative to the seemingly 
endless UN-sponsored negotiations, and provide Cyprus with new 
possibilities, challenges, and guarantees.K 

However, Clerides soon met with disappointment. On 30 June 
1 993, the Commission submitted its opinion (avis) concerning 
Cyprus' application for membership.� Using diplomatie and careful 
language, it concluded that: 

"The Community considers Cyprus as eligible for membership and 
that as soon as the prospect of a settlement is surer, the Community is 
ready to srart the process with Cyprus rhat should eventually lead to 
its accession".io 

In other words, the Commission offered a 'mixed' recommendation, 
acknowledging the possibility of accession, but linking such an event 
to the solution of the island's political situation .  In doing so, it made 
evident the fundamental problem that was to be overcome at 
Helsinki. 

The conclusions of the Council of Ministers of 6 March 1 995 revi
talized Cyprus' application process, "reaffirm[ing] the suitabiliry of 
Cyprus for accession to the European Union and confirm [ing] the 
European Union's will to incorporate Cyprus in the next stage of its 
enlargement."11 This major breakthrough followed Greece's decision 
not to veto the signing of a Custom's Union Agreement between 
Turkey and the EU. Thus, a principle char was also applied at Helsinki 
seems to have been informally established: Greek cooperation and 
positive contribution on Turkey's relations with the EU was 'rewarded' 
with progress in the accession process of Cyprus. 
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B. The Helsinki Conclusions 

The meeting of the European Council took place at Helsinki on 10  
and 1 1  December 1 999, and reached a series of  conclusions on various 
issues. 1 2  Of particular importance were the decisions that directly 
affecred Greece and Turkey. 1.1 More specifically, Greece abandoned its 
long-standing veto, allowing 1ùrkey ro become a candidate for mem
bership in the EU. A controversial and risky move, it has the porcn
tial of altering the dynamics of Greek-Turkish relations by 
'Europeanizing' them. In the words of Greece's Foreign Minister 
George Papandreou: 

"Wirh the Helsinki decision, Turkey enters inro a framework of 
supervision and obligations and will be audited by the European 
Union. Ir is the European Union icself that from now on requests 
meaningful and in-depth progress with Tuckey. It is also the European 
Union that is bound ro supervise and audit this course."14 

As a ' reward' ro Greece for agreeing to lift the veto, ic was also deci
ded that if the dispute over the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf was not 
resolved through negotiations by 2004, Turkey would accept arbitra
tion by the International Court of Justice (it is widely believed by 
Greeks chat their country's legal case on this issue is particularly 
strong) . 1 5  

An ever more significant 'reward' though, concerned Cyprus' rela
cionship with che European Union. Thus, The European Council 
noce[d] wich satisfaction the substantive work undertaken and 
progress which has been achieved in accession negotiations wich 
Cyprus, Hungary, Poland Esronia, the Czech Republic and Slovenia. 

(a) The European Council welcomes the launch of the talks aiming 
ac a comprehensive settlemenc of the Cyprus problem on 3 
December in New York and expresses its strong support for the UN 
Secretary-General's efforts to bring the process ro a successful con
clusion. 

(b) The European Council underlines thac a political secclement will 
facilitate the accession of Cyprus ro the European Union. If no set-
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tlement has been reached by the completion of accession negotiations, the 
Council's decision on accession will be made without the above being a 
precondition. In this the Council will take account of all relevant fac
tors.1'' 

These decisions were received favorably by the governmenrs in 
Athens and Nicosia. Greek Prime Minister Kostas Simitis declared his 
'complete satisfaction.'P In a revealing statement, he also asserted the 
primacy of the Greek side's European approach: " The central point of 
our strategy is the accession process of Cyprus. I leave aside the solving of 
the Cyprus Problem. We must ensure Cyprus' accession. The path of 
solving the Cyprus Problem is parallel ." 1 H  

Cyprus' Foreign Minister loannis Kasoulides clearly welcomed the 
Helsinki conclusions, 1'' while President Clerides expressed his satisfac
tion. 2" He added that: 

"Despite the fact that [the Helsinki Summit] provides that the solu
tion of the Cyprus problem is not a precondition ro the accession of 
Cyprus ro the EU, I wish ro emphasize rhat I will spare no effort to 
find an agreed, just, viable and workable solution compatible with the 
acquis communautaire and the code of human rights. The invitation to 
the Turkish Cypriot community to participate in the delegation nego
tiating Cyprus accession ro the EU is still open."21 

On the other sicle, Turkey's Prime Minister expressed his intense 
disapproval: 

"We consider that it is extremely objectionable to create the impres
sion that the accession process of the Greek Cypriot administration to 
the EU . . .  would be pursued even if the talks on the Cyprus issue do 
not yield a result. Turkey's position on this matter is well-known. This 
position will remain unchanged22 • • •  the fact that there are rwo separate 
States on the island cannot be changed in any way . . .  we can't accept 
any preconditions on Cyprus and Greece."2.1 

Denktash, condemned and attacked what had taken place at 
Helsinki: 
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"Without a comprehensive settlement, we find it wrong, unjust and 
unacceptable to keep the EU membership door open to the Greek 
Cypriot side under the name of Cyprus. 

We continue to strongly oppose, on the basis oflaw and international 
agreement, the process conducted by the EU with the Greek Cypriot 
side, under the ride of "Cyprus," which is one of the two parties in the 
island, in contravention of all norms of justice and realities."24 

The explanation for these furious reactions requires a discussion of 
the significance and implications of the Helsinki conclusions, to 
which we will turn next. 

C. The Significance of the Helsinki Conclusions 

The decisions reached at Helsinki have significant consequences for 
both the Greek and Turkish sides, as wcll as the EU. For Cyprus, 
Helsinki represents a major breakthrough, since by disassociaring its 
accession w the EU with the solution of its polirical problem, the 
island is almost guaranteed eventual membership. Helsinki also 
reduces - but does not eliminate -, Turkey's military pressure on the 
island. Ir now becomes more difficult for any serious military action 
to be undertaken by rhe EU-candidate Turkey. Also, threats that the 
so-called T urkish Republic of Northern Cyprus might be annexed !ose 
potency and credibiliry. lt is not in the incerest of Turkey to annex, 
since such a course of action would be tantamount to an abandon
ment of its efforts to join the European Union. 

Furthermore, it should be clarified that despite any rherorical state
ments, Helsinki nullifies in pracrice Turkey's previous position rhat 
Cyprus could nor join the Union prior to its own accession. Finally, 
by making membership prospects probable in the foreseeable future, 
Helsinki should provide the imperus and justification for significant 
and ultimately beneficial economic reforms. lt therefore seems that 
"the [immediate] prioriry will be to reduce fiscal deficit through rai
sing revenues, but the question of reducing growth in spending also 
has to be addressed. "25 
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For Greece, Helsinki effectively alters its strategy over Cyprus, since 
this issue is now Europeanized to a considerable degree. Greece can 
thus now rely upon the EU to evaluate, condemn and possibly deter 
military actions in the island. Turkish moves considered unacceptable 
to the EU may prove detrimental to the country's accession. 

At another level, it should be explained that the Helsinki conclu
sions reflect once again the close interrelation between Greece's pre
vailing aspirations and beliefs, and the way it deals wirh Cyprus. 
Greece now "seeks to escape from being a Balkan country dependent 
on America, and to become a respected member of the [EU] ."2" 

Hence, the irredentism and nationalism of previous decades has now 
been replaced by a Cyprus strategy chat is more European, more low 
key, and less confrontational. 

Concerning the Turkish sicle, the consequences of Helsinki regar
ding Cyprus are negative overall. Although Turkey's official position 
on the island's fate has remained unaltered, the conclusions of the 
European Council have fatally wounded its Cyprus strategy. 
According to Professor Thanas Veremis: 

"Turkey considered Cyprus as conquered booty since 1 974, and did 
not intend to allow any novelty chat would put in doubt her contrai, 
not only over the occupied north but also in the independent south. 
The Turks were disposed to be engaged in the endless pantomime of 
bi-communal talks on the basis of the Makarios-Denktash agreements 
for a hi-zonal, bi-communal federation, as long as nothing threatened 
the inertia of occupation. Their long-term goal had been the consoli
dation of the regime that existed on the ground, until they eventually 
succeeded in getting the Turkish-Cypriot [self-declared republic] reco
gnized. Cyprus' application for EU membership [especially after 
Helsinki] radically altered these circumstances."r 

Given the fact chat Turkey also desires EU membership, it becomes 
extremely difficult to effectively attempt to delay or cancel Cyprus' 
evencual accession. 

For Denkrash, Helsinki means chat "it will be more difficult . . .  to 
justify his boycott of accession talks being conducted by the Greek 
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Cypriots on behalf of the whole island."28 Even more importandy, the 
breakaway republic is now faced with the real possibiliry of Cyprus 
joining the EU, while itself remains isolated and non-recognized. 
Confronted with an EU-member Cyprus, the Turkish-Cypriots would 
have to compromise their demands and positions, in order to reach an 
agreement with the Greek-Cypriot side - for at that point only such 
an agreement with Cyprus would allow them to join the Union. 

Also, if only Cyprus joins, according to Turkish Cypriot jurist 
Necati Munir Ertekim 

" . . .  EU rules would . . .  mean that the Turkish Cypriots would !ose 
[through the European Court] any protection that might negotiate 
against being swamped in Northern Cyprus by Greek Cypriots.'129 

Finally, as regards the Union, Helsinki means that the EU will 
expand to indu de a country located in a crucial and strategically . 
important part of the East Mediterranean, close to Middle Eastern oil 
routes and supply centers:1" The security implications may prove of 
significance, especially if some of the more ambitious plans for the 
creation of an effective Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) 
materialize. It should be noted that Cyprus1 Ministry of Defense is 
currently drafting plans on how to provide extensive assistance in the 
implementation of CFSP decisions, and particularly to the planned 
rapid-reaction force that is to consist of some 50-60,000 military per
sonnel..1 1  

Also, the EUs prestige will be greatly enhanced in the areas of diplo
macy and foreign policy, if Cyprus' accession becomes a catalyst for 
resolving the island's political problem. Should this be the case, the 
Union will have succeeded on an issue which has defeaœd the better 
efforts of the United Nations, as well as those of numerous politicians. 

Based on ail of the above, it becomes evident that Helsinki consti
tutes a positive development for Cyprus and the EU, a considerable 
challenge and opporruniry for Greece, and a loss of influence and 
means of persuasion for the Turkish side as regards Cyprus. Thanks 
to Helsinki, it can be concluded that for perhaps the first time since 
1 974, time is probably on the Greek side. 
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D. Problematic Aspects of the Helsinki Conclusions 

Casting some doubt upon the favorable implications of Helsinki for 
Cyprus, is the fact that the conclusions acrually state thar prior to the 
decision endorsing accession, "the Council will cake account of al! 
relevant factors." An indication of how the Turkish sicle mighr inter
pret rhis phrase is given by a paper on this topic produced by Andrew 
Mango and posted on Turkey's Ministry of Foreign Affairs web site.-ll 
The relevant factors are considered to the existing situation on the 
island, the high probabiliry that ethnie conflicts lead to the seemingly 
permanent fragmentation of previously mulri-ethnic states, and that 
Turkish-Cypriots simply do not support, at least for now, a federal sys
tem of governmenr for Cyprus. Further relevant factors are the non
existence of a Cypriot nation, and that no bloodshed has raken place 
in Cyprus since 1 974.-1.1 The end resulr of this analysis is a plea for the 
substantial delay in Cyprus' accession, and in effect the negation of the 
Helsinki conclusions. However, Mango's arguments lack balance, 
objectivity and relevance to such a degree that it is highly unlikely rhat 
rhey can produce their intended resulrs. 

Nevertheless, the fact remains that the so-called relevant factors 
clause is intentionally ambiguous and could thus be interpreted at the 
appropriare moment in a variery of ways. For example, it has been 
argued rhat it could be construed to mean tha t: 

"If the Greek-Cypriot side is considered not to have been sufficien
tly cooperative on the polirîcal problem of the island . . .  then the dîsas
sociation of the political issue from accession, might be considered nor 
in effect. "34 

If approached realistically and in good-will, the 'relevant factors' wîll 
probably refer to the situation exisring on the island prior to accession 
(level of tensions, possibiliry of hostilities, etc.) ,  as well as to the quali
ry and intensiry of the efforts char will have raken place by the parties 
concerned.-15 ln this sense, it could perhaps delay Cyprus' accession, but 
only if the Greek sicle is overwhelmingly viewed as responsible for 
blocking and sabotaging al! attempts of solving the Cyprus Problem. 
Given the recent diplomatie record and Greece's abiliry to block the 
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accession of other states to the EU, such a scenario, although certainly 
not impossible, must be judged somewhat unlikely. 

Another recent negative development for Cyprus is related to the 1 6  
December 1 999 resolution that was submitted and subsequendy 
approved by the Durch Parliament. It noted that: 

"In Cyprus peace between the Greek and Turkish communiries is 
maintained only because of the presence of the UN's peacekeeping 
force. 

[The Parliamenr thus] believes that it is undesirable for the stability 
of the EU the accession of a country as a member state where a peace
keeping force is stationed and continues its activities."J<> 

This resolution does not amount to an annulment of the Helsinki 
conclusions. However, it does suggest ways in which Cyprus' accession 
can be complicated and perhaps even delayed. 

Finally, the post-Helsinki celebrations concerning Cyprus' eventual 
accession must be tempered by the fact that the Union's enlargement 
is being postponed. It seems increasingly likely that new members will 
not be accepted until 2005 or 2006, allowing for a sufficiendy large 
time-frame for negotiations, and possibly various other developments 
that could adversely affect the resolution of the Cyprus IssueY 

E. After Helsinki 

The Helsinki conclusions acknowledged the series of 'proximity' 
talks that began on 4 December 1 999 under the auspices of the UN 
between Clerides and Denktash.38 They represenred a very serious 
effort on behalf of the UN.39 However, because Helsinki was probably 
overall positive for Cyprus, (which as previously explained has time on 
its sicle now), there ensued a rise in Turkish aggressive actions, rhetoric 
and intransigence. The result has been the gradual undermining and 
eventual suspension of the indirect talks. 
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On the eve of the of the third round that was to begin on 5 July in 
Geneva, Turkish troops moved some 300 meters into the Strovilia vil
lage near Famagusta, setting a check-point and occupying the place.40 
The Strovilia area represents a gray zone between the self-declared 
'Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus' and the sovereign territory 
belonging to the nearby British military base. Its eight inhabitants 
enjoyed a special status, not being under the direct and total jurisdic
tion of the government of Cyprus. However, the Turkish military 
move changed this situation, and perhaps more importandy, upset the 
territorial status quo for the first time since 1974.41 

The Presidency of the EU (held by France) condemned the Strovilia 
episode, judging it "a bad measure at a bad time" and insisting that "at 
Strovilia the status quo must return."'41 UN Secretary General Kofi 
Arman incorporated a similar message in a letter that he eventually sent 
ro the Security Council.41 lnterestingly enough, however, the reacrion of 
the Greek government was rather measured and restrained, despite the 
clear and unambiguous Turkish provocarion.44 This reaction stemmed 
from a decision that the raising of tensions and rhetoric would under
mine the 'proximity' talks and ultimately support Denktash's argument 
that it was impossible for the Greek and Turkish Cypriots to co-exist 
peacefully. Furthermore, Cyprus' economy and accession prospects 
would also be damaged by an extreme Greek reaction.45 

Given the Strovilia-related reactions, some have suggested that 
Athens did not remain fully committed to helping Nicosia. 
Characteristically, the former President of Cyprus and currendy 
Speaker of Parliament, Spyros Kyprianou, claimed in an interview that 
Cyprus was being sacrificed by Greece in the pursuit of better relations 
with Turkey, under American guidance.4<· However, such concerns 
seem to ultimately be misplaced. What experienced politicians like 
Kiprianou are probably sensing, is that Greece has Europeanized its 
relations wirh Turkey, as well as to an extent its strategy for the reso
lution of the Cyprus Problem. Greece is not abandoning Cyprus, but 
also trying to help it through the EU - something that requires an 
appreciation of the existence of certain constraints to actions and 
rhetoric that were not necessarily present during previous years, when 
a more 'independent' and unilateral strategy was being pursued. 
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After the Strovilia episode, an article by Turkey's Foreign Minister 
Ismail Cern in the Italian newspaper La Stampa added insult to injury, 
since ic was perceived by the Greeks as further (albeit rhetorical) 
provocation. lts tone was unfriendly, and the references to the exis
tence of various minorities in Greece came as an unwelcome surprise. 47 
Concerning the substance of Cem's remarks on Cyprus, they revealed 
that Turkey's position remained firm and unaltered: in favor of a loose 
confederation and opposed to Cyprus' accession. However, despite the 
harsh language, this ought not to have corne as a complece surprise to 
the Greek side, given the Turkish post-Helsinki statements char were 
previously presented. 

Meanwhile, the rhird round of 'proximiry' talks ended disappoin
tingly for Cyprus. The Greek-Cypriots concluded chat the UN 
Secretary-General's representative, Alvaro de Soto, was rather unsym
patheric to their concerns and willing to discuss a series of issues and 
possibilities deemed totally unacceptable. Most importanrly, it appears 
that de Soto also entertained the possibility of discussing a solution on 
the basis of confederation - something that is anathema to the 
Government of Cyprus.48 Of course, it must be srressed char adding 
rhis option on the agenda does not mean rhat is being officially 
endorsed by the UN. Furthermore, there is no guarantee of any final 
agreement on confederation. Nevertheless, this development was 
indicative of the face chat the negotiations were not going particularly 
well for Clerides. 

The fourth round of 'proximiry' talks began on 1 2  September 2000. 
Cyprus' President felt that his negotiating power was being under
mined by Simitis' public insistence chat negotiations ought to be pur
sued by Cyprus regardless of wherher many of Denktash's positions 
were deemed unacceptable.49 A further blow came from Kofi Annan 
who srared the following: 

" . . .  I believe thar the rime has corne to move forward. From the 
[proximiry] talks 1 have noticed chat borh parties share the common 
desire to succeed rhrough negotiations, in which each party represents 
its own side and no other, as politically equal, [in achieving] a compre-
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hensive settlement that should enshrine a new partnership on which 
to build a becter future in peace, securiry and prosperity on a united 
island. In this spirit. . .  I reached the conclusion that the equal status of 
the parties in a united Cyprus must and should be recognized explicitly 
in the comprehensive settlement, which will embody the results of the 
derailed negotiations required to translate this concept into clear and 
practical provisions. "511 

This was considered to be perilously close ro the U N  recognizing the 
'Turkish Republic of Norrhern Cyprus' or espousing a position in 
favour of an eventual settlement on the basis of confederation. 
Particularly alarming was also the fact that Annan made no reference 
to any UN Security Council resolutions. A furious Clerides threa
tened to abstain from further talks, and Greek diplomacy was ener
gized in an attempt to secure a favourable clarification of the General
Secretary's statement. Eventually, some verbal explanacions were 
offered by Annan during a long private meeting with Clerides, and 
wcre judged to be sufficientY However the mood had soured and the 
round ended in failure with some (temporary) recriminations amongst 
the Greek side.51 

The fifth round of 'proximity' talks demonsrrared the hardening of 
the Turkish sicle on the Cyprus Issue. More specifically, with the full 
backing of Turkey, Denktash decided to walk out, declaring that the 
whole process was merely a "waste of time."s.1 The Turkish-Cypriot 
leader claimed that there should have been no agenda and no refe
rences to UN Securiry Council resolutions, and condemned the 
"UN's attitude [that] accepted the Greek-Cypriot government as 
Cyprus' only legal government."�4 

Perhaps though, the Turkish resolve to abandon the UN-sponsored 
negotiarions represenred (at leasr to some extent), a response to the 
'Turkish Accession Parrnership' document. Ir was prepared by the EU 
Commission and linked Turkey's accession with the resolution of the 
Cyprus Issue by recommending that Turkey: 

Support strongly in the context of the political dialogue the UN 
Secretary General's efforts to bring the process of finding a compre
hensive setdement of the Cyprus problem to a successful conclusion. 55 
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The Turkish government was displeased with this statement, and 
declared that "Turkey . . .  has always kept the Cyprus issue separate 
from EU candidacy [sic] ."56 Denktash's subsequent stance at the UN 
probably provided an apt illustration of this attitude. 

Furchermore, it emerged in late November 2000 that the Turkish 
governmenr was discussing the scenario of integrating the 'Turkish 
Republic of Norchern Cyprus' as the country's 82"d province. 
Apparently the planning efforts (presented at a Cabinet meeting) were 
at an advanced stage and involved the coordination of several 
Ministries.57 However, it  must be noted chat only 8% of Turkish
Cypriots appear to be in favor of integration with Turkey.58 

lt should also be stressed that preparing for a specific possibility is 
not tanramount to its adoption or implemenration. Neverrheless, in 
conjunction with Denktash's position (he has so-far resisted pressure 
to attend the sixth round of 'proximity' talks), it can be concluded chat 
the Turkish sicle has pursued a tough diplomatie stance, probably in 
an attempt to maximize concessions in most fronts prior to Cyprus' 
likely EU accession. 

Even if the 'proximity' talks do not resume, some form of furcher 
negotiations will eventually cake place. It can also be expected char 
immense pressure will be exercised on the Cypriot government to 
make substantial concessions. However, a 'cornered' Cyprus on the 
eve of accession does not necessarily have to accepr a diplomatically 
humiliating situation. lt might decide to accept membership, end 
attempts for a negotiated settlement, and forego its daims over the 
'Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus,' while probably also with
holding its recognition. In such a scenario, Cyprus accepts permanent 
partition, encers the EU, and abandons the breakaway republic with 
areas like Strovilia under its control, but with no prospects of acces
sion, politically and economically weak. Of course, such a scenario is 
not very probable, and unlike the bi-zonal, hi-communal federation, 
does not represenc the best possible solution for the Greek-Cypriots. 
Nevertheless, it can be contemplated and perhaps implemented, 
because of the near-certain membership decided at Helsinki. 
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Helsinki does noc represent the end of the Cyprus Issue. As acces
sion nears, pressure will continue to increase by the Turkish sicle in 
order to gec che best possible deal prior co Cyprus joining the Union. 
The possible conclusion of the UN-sponsored 'proximicy' calks, 
Greek-Turkish relations and Turkey's relationship wich the EU, as well 
as domestic politics in all of che staces involved, will certainly influ
ence developments. The face remains, though, chat the Helsinki con
clusions have permanendy altered the dynamics of the diplomacy sur
rounding Cyprus. Accession may indeed prove the catalyse for a solu
tion, even if this cakes place literally at the 'eleventh hour.' ln this 
sense, Helsinki probably represents the beginning of the end of the 
Cyprus Issue. 

NOTES 
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